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Abstract:
I organized IMFWEOforecasts into a tidy dataset, coveringGDPgrowth,CPI inflation, and current account
balances for every country and year from 1990-2028. The data is from theWEO historical database, updated
until 2028. This dataset offers extensive opportunities for analyzing and conducting empirical research,
including assessments of IMF forecasts and studies on equilibrium exchange rates.

Table 1: Specifications Table

Subject Economics
Specific subject area IMFWEO forecasts
Type of data Table (Excel Format)
How data were acquired Hand collected from IMF website
Data coverage 196 economies over the period 1990-2028.
Data accessibility Repository name: Mendeley Data

doi: 10.17632/8dt6xpp6x4.1
URL: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/8dt6xpp6x4/1

This paper introduces a dataset compiling IMFWEOmacroeconomic forecasts. The dataset is arranged in a user-friendly format
within an Excel spreadsheet. It includes WEO projections for GDP growth, CPI inflation, and the current account balance for
the period 1990-2028.

The IMF regularly produces forecasts of macroeconomic variables for a large number of economies around the world. The Fund
publishes these projections twice a year (in April and October) as part of its World Economic Outlook (WEO). The IMF relies
primarily on information gathered by its country desk officers in the context of their missions to IMF member countries and
through their ongoing analysis of the evolving situation in each country.

I arranged the WEO historical data into a tidy format — where variables are in columns, and each observation corresponds to
a row (Wickham, 2014) — and updated it until October 2023. For every country c and every year t, the dataset contains WEO
projections fc,t,h for horizons spanning from the year t to t + 5. These forecasts are released biannually, in April and October.
Additionally, I added region and income group attributes for each country in the dataset. These forecasts are released twice a year,
in April and October. Additionally, I added region and income group attributes for each country in the dataset.

The dataset covers 196 countries over the period 1990–2028. These countries are collected into eight groups or regions, namely
South Asia (8 countries), Europe and Central Asia (32 counties), Middle East and North Africa (21 countries), Western Europe
(19 countries), Sub-Saharan Africa (48 countries), Latin America and Caribbean (34), East Asia and Pacific (32 countries), and
North America (2 countries).

This dataset can serve academic researchers, economists at central banks, and finance ministries, among others, in their various
analyses. One practical application of this dataset is to compare a country’s forecasted GDP growth with regional and income
group averages. For instance, Figure 1 comparesMorocco’s 2-yearGDPgrowth forecastwith theMENAregion and lower-middle-
income countries averages. This information is crucial for both policymakers and private investors. Foreigner investors may
rely on this data to make strategic investment decisions, especially in countries with limited reliable alternative sources. Faster-
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growing countries attract more foreign investment and may signal positive investor sentiment, potentially leading to exchange
rate appreciation.

Second, the dataset allows for the assessment ofWEOmacroeconomic forecast performance. The IMF and academic researchers
have conducted a series of evaluations of WEO macroeconomic forecasts (Artis, 1996; Heinisch and Lindner, 2019; Ho and
Mauro, 2016; Jakaitiene and Dees, 2012; Timmermann, 2007). Moreover, a substantial body of literature treats the “optimism
bias” in IMF forecasts (Beaudry andWillems, 2022; Carrière-Swallow andMarzluf, 2023; Dreher,Marchesi andVreeland, 2008).
A compelling use of this dataset is to assess IMF forecasts during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Third, central banks can use the IMF’s projections to assess the medium-term evolution of the real exchange rate. GDP growth
and inflation rates are two fundamental variables that drive equilibrium exchange rates in medium- and long-run. Economists at
central banks may use the dataset to compute predicted GDP growth and inflation for different horizons (1 to 5 years).

Table 2: Variable description.

Variable Description

Country The country’s name
CCode Country and Area Codes
WEO_year The publication year of the WEO
region The country’s regional grouping
incomegroup The country’s income group
year the year of forecast
exercise WEO exercise (April or October)
h The horizon (1,2,3,4, and 5 years)

ngdp_rpch GDP growth
pcpi_pch CPI inflation
bca_gdp Current account balances

Figure 1: WEOGDP growth forecasts for one year and the subsequent 5 years.
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Figure 2: Average GDP growth projections released in April and October WEO reports.
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